Department of Political Science, AMU, Aligarh

NOTICE

List of Papers to be Taught in M.A. III Semester, 2019-2020

THERE WILL BE FOUR COMPULSORY PAPERS AND ONE OPTIONAL PAPER

M.A. III SEMESTER POLITICAL SCIENCE:
1. PLM-3002, Contemporary Problems of Indian Democracy (Compulsory)
2. PLM-3007, Federalism and Union State Relations in India (Compulsory)
3. PLM-3010, Contemporary Political Ideologies (Compulsory)
4. PLM-3008, Research Methodology (Compulsory)
5. PLM-3001, Modern Indian Social and Political Thought (Optional)
6. PLM-3003, International Organization (Optional)
7. PLM-3004, International Politics in West Asia (Optional)
8. PLM-3005, Foreign Policy of India (Optional)
9. PLM-3006, Muslim Political Thinkers (Optional)
10. PLM-3009, Global Peace and Security (Optional)
11. PLM-3011, American Government (Optional)
12. PLM-3012, Term Paper

NOTE: Maximum Limit of Student in Optional Paper is 08 on First Come First Served Basis

M.A. III SEMESTER, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
1. PAM-3001, The Administrative Setup of India (Compulsory)
2. PAM-3002, Principles of Management (Compulsory)
3. PAM-3003, Financial Administration in India (Compulsory)
4. PAM-3004, Comparative Local Administration: India & France (Compulsory)
5. PAM-3006, Public Policy (Optional)
6. PAM-3007, Federalism and Union State Relations in India (Optional)
7. PAM-3008, Research Methodology (Optional)
8. PAM-3012, Term Paper

NOTE: Maximum Limit of Student in Optional Paper is 08 on First Come First Served Basis

M.A. III SEMESTER, HUMAN RIGHTS
1. HRM-3001, Human Rights of Women (Compulsory)
2. HRM-3002, Contemporary Problems of Indian Democracy (Compulsory)
3. HRM-3003, International; Perspective on Minority Rights (Compulsory)
4. HRM-3004, Regional Systems for the Protection of Human Rights (Compulsory)
5. HRM-3006, Muslim Political Thinkers (Optional)
6. HRM-3008, Research Methodology (Optional)
7. HRM-3010, Contemporary Political Ideologies (Optional)
8. HRM-3012, Term Paper

NOTE: Maximum Limit of Student in Optional Paper is 08 on First Come First Served Basis

OPEN ELECTIVE PLM-3091 Indian Polity
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